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Ib all z u 7 ~ 0 m  it 71mg concern: 
Be i t  known that I, EDWARD WESTON, a 

subject of the Queen of Great Britaiq and z 
resident of Newark, in the county of Essex 

5 and State of New Jersey, have invented cer 
tain new and useful Improvements in Incan- 
descent Lamps, of which the following is a 
specification, reference being had to the clraw- 
ings accompanying and forming a part of the 

to same. 
I t  is often desirable to construct incaudes- 

cent electric lamps of much larger size and 
illuminating capacity than those commonly 
used; bnt many and serious difficulties are 

I j met with in their manufacture. Not the least 
of them are in the sealing in of the sopport- 
ing-conductors and mounting or attaching the 
carbon strip to the same. As the carbons are 
much larger than those ordinarily used, and 

20 cor~sume a much greater amount of electrical 
energy, the leading-in or snpporting wires are 
necessarily larger for carrying the increased 
current without overheating. I t  has been 
found, however, impracticable to seal a n-ire 

25 of .any considerable diameter in the glass or 
vitreons composition of which the base of the 
lamps is nsually composed, as in snch cases 
the expansion that takes place daring the 
burning of the lamp impairs the contact be- 

30 tween theglass aud the metal. This diffienlty 
has been remedied by substituting for a sin- 
gle large conductor two or more distinct and 
separate smaller condactors in the seal, a per- 
fect and durable adherence between the glass 

35 and the metal being in this way obtained. One 
part of my invention relates to this. method of 
sealing in, and is an improvement on the same. 

The other part of my invention involves an 
improved nlet,hod of attaching the wires to 

40 the carbon strip. This I accomplish by bend- 
ing a wire-preferably plat,inum-back upon 
itself, forming an eye or ring, and then bnng- 
ing the two parts of the wire together, pref- 
erably by twisting them. This and other fea- 

45 tures of the invention I will llow describe by 
reference to the accompanying drawings. 

Fig~zre 1 is an incangescent lamp of the liiild 
to which the ;invention is more particularly 
applicable, the figure being partly in side ele- 

vation and partly iu section, and on a some- 50 
what reduced scale. Fig. 2 is a perspective 
view of thc seal, showing my imyrovenlents 
thereou. Pig. 3 is one of the conductors of 
Fig. 1. Fig. 4 is an edge view of one of the ' 
conductors of Fig. 2. Fig. 5 is a modified 55 
form of Fig. 3. 

Similar letters of reference indicate corre- 
sponding parts. 

The lanlp-globe A and the conductor B, of 
carbon, are similar to those used by me, and 60 
described in numerous patents granted to the 
United States Electric Lighting Company as 
my assignee. The leading-in wires 0 are 
sealed in the lamp by a mass of vitreous sub- 
stance, D, united by heat to the base of the 6 j  
globe. Ordinarily these wires are connected 
to the carbon by some Bind of cement, by be- 
ing bent round the ends of the carbon and se- 
cured to them by the electro-deposition of 
copper, or by small nuls and screws and 70 
washers, the carbon being perforated and the 
wires proviclecl with m eye for facilitating 
this. The last-named plan of mounting is the 
one employed by me. To form the eyes in 
the snpporting-wires, however, I bend the 7 j  
wire C back upon itself, and then bring the 
two parts together in any convenient manner, 
as by twisting. In sealing the wires in I 
cover both parts of the wires, applying the 
vitreous sealing material around them as near 80 
to the eye as may be practicable. Hereto- 
fore the eyes have been formed by simply 

' 

bending the end of the wire around, or by 
flattening and perforatin8 it. I n  the first case 
the bent portion of the wlre, being unsecured, 85 
is liable to spread and impair contact, while 
~n the other there is not sufficient metal to 
sonduct off the heat from the incandescent 
strip, so that the joints are unduly heated. 
Fhese objections are obviated by my method go 
)f forming the eyes. The portions of the mire 
ironnd the eyes e may be flattened slightly, if 
;o desired, and secured to the carbons in the 
m a 1  way by screws and nnts. The eyes 
nay be formed in single mires, as shown in 95 
Fig. 5, or in donbleci wires, as in the other 
ignres. 

?Then i t  becornes necessary to divide the 



leading-in wires into several branches, I take 
two wires and form in each eyes by which 
they may be connected to the carbon. I then 
twist their other ends together and seal them 

5 in the glass. The ends of the carbon are then 
inserted between the two wires and secured 
to them by nuts a, washers b, and screw c. 
The wires thus connectred rnay be single or 
double. I n  Fig. 2 they are doubled and 

10 branched or spread, as shown, so that a per- 
fect seal may be obtained. 

For the wires I prefer to use platinum, as  
this makes a better union with glass. 

Having now described my inveution, what 
15 I claim is- 

1. In  an  incandescent lamp, the leading-in 
wires having eyes formed by bending the 
wire back upon itself and uniting the two 
parts, in combination with a carbon conductor 

zo and clamps for securing the same to the wires, 
as set forth. 

'1 Ion 2. In an incandescent lamp, the combinc t'' 

of the leading-in mires, having eyes formed 
by bending the mire back upon itself, and the 
vitreous seal surrounding the two parts of the 25  
wires, all as set forth. 

3. I n  an incandescent lamp, the combination 
of the leading-in wires, having eyes formed 
by bending the wire back upon itself and 
twisting the two parts together, and the vitre- 30 
ous seal surrounding the wires and extended 
up  around the twisted portions, as set forth. 

4. The combination, with the carbon con- 
ductor, of wires attached to both .faces of the 
ends of the same, and twisted together along 35 
a portion of their length and sealed into the 
vitreous material of the lamp, all as set forth. 

1n testimony whereof I have hereunto set 
my hand this 1st day of July, 1884. 

EDWARD MTESTON. 

Witnesses: 
F. N. CRANE, 
R. W. BLOEMEICE. 


